


Predictive Analog to Digital Conversion
of Doppler Ultrasound Signals

Svein Bøe�and Kjell Kristofferseny

Abstract —Analog to digital conversion in multigate Doppler
ultrasound systems for blood velocity measurements, is a tech-
nological challenge. The echoes must be digitized at a rate de-
termined by the system bandwidth (typically 2 MHz), and the
dynamic range is large (16 bits or more) due to the presence of
strong, low-frequency Doppler clutter echoes originating from
slowly moving tissue. Off-the-shelf A/D-converters do not meet
these requirements with the transducer configuration employed
by contemporary Doppler systems. Analysis reveals a 5 bits re-
duction in required wordlength for an A/D-converter in a pre-
dictive feedback loop, when the maximum clutter frequency is
about 1.5 % of the pulse repetition frequency. The prediction
error filter is recursive. Alternatively, first and second order
DPCM (Differential Pulse Code Modulation) yield 4 and 6 bits
respectively. With short input segments (from a high-resolution
Color Flow Mapper), the results are, in the above order: 4, 4
and 5 bits. The results are verified by processing an experimen-
tal Doppler signal.

I. Introduction

D
uring the last decade, Doppler technology has become
an important part of diagnostic ultrasound. In car-
diac applications, blood velocity measurements using

Spectral Doppler and/or Color Flow Mapping [1] are consid-
ered a standard part of an ultrasound examination.

A Color Flow Mapper transmits ultrasound pulses in var-
ious directions at a specified Pulse Repetition Frequency
(PRF), typically in the kHz range. A number of consecu-
tive pulses are fired in each direction before the beam angle is
changed. Each reflected signal is passed through a complex
demodulator and low-pass filter before the signals from one
direction are handled by a multigate Doppler [2]–[4].

A multigate Doppler samples the low-pass filter output at a
number of range gates. Each range gate is associated with a
small sample volume at a corresponding depth. Conceptually,
each sample volume is processed separately at a rate equal to
the PRF, but in practice a single unit may operate serially on
all the gates. There are thus two sampling rates involved: one
is determined by the range gate spacing, the other is the PRF.
To avoid range ambiguity, the PRF cannot be too high. On the
other hand, the PRF should be high in order to avoid aliasing.

Sensitivity is a key issue in cardiac Doppler applications,
particularly in cases where one wants to detect small, high-
velocity jets at large ranges. When a large range and a high
PRF implies range ambiguity, the primary range gate may
be set close to zero range, corresponding to a time delay
from one of the previous pulses (High-PRF pulsed Doppler,
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with deliberate use of range ambiguity to reduce aliasing-
problems [5]). This requires a system with a large instan-
taneous dynamic range, because the echoes from tissue at a
close range are extremely large. In Color Flow Mapping with-
out range ambiguity, the dynamic range may be very large
when the weak echoes from a small vessel are mixed with
large tissue echoes. A typical signal bandwidth in Color Flow
Mapping is 2 MHz, requiring a distance between sample vol-
umes of0:5 �s (0.375 mm). This may be a challenge for
the A/D-converter (ADC), depending on the required dynamic
range.

A. Required dynamic range

We estimate the required dynamic range by considering the
fundamental system noise level compared with the large tissue
echoes. The processing should increase the system noise level
only by a negligible amount while at the same time not be
saturated by the large echoes originating from tissue.

The system’s fundamental noise level is determined by the
thermal noise from the real part of the transducer’s electrical
impedance. Modern systems employ digital signal process-
ing, and quantization noise from the ADC summed with elec-
tronic front-end noise determine the effective noise figure [6]
of the system. Optimal sensitivity requires a noise figure close
to unity, regardless of range. This demands a front-end with
the largest instantaneous dynamic range possible.

In B-mode imaging, time gain compensation attenuation is
used in the nearfield to get a signal depth-independent am-
plitude. However, gain reduction in the front-end of a system
designed for a wide instantaneous dynamic range is associated
with an increase in the noise figure. Time gain compensation
must be minimized in our case.

Tissue moves much more slowly than blood, so these clut-
ter echoes may be suppressed by high-pass filtering the signal
at each range gate, thus reducing the signal’s dynamic range
(fixed target canceler or stationary canceler [7]). The high-
pass filtering is normally performed after digitization of the
signal [2], for increased flexibility.

The remaining question is how large instantaneous dynamic
range is required, or, equivalently, how many bits are needed
in the A/D-conversion (ADC) of the signal. The answer is
“the more the better”, since there will always be more diag-
nostic situations that can be covered with a larger dynamic
range. For measurements with a low PRF at large ranges, a
relatively small number of bits (say 8–10 bits/gate, depending
on the bandwidth) may be sufficient, because the tissue echo
from large depths is not very large. High PRF measurement
of high-velocity jets at large ranges easily calls for a 16 bits
digitization at a 2 MHz rate. Baseband processing brings the
required sampling frequency down to 1 MHz for each chan-



nel.

B. Possible solutions

Oversampling techniques [8], [9] for high-speed ADC do
not make sense when each sample volume in a multigate
Doppler is processed separately. The sampling frequency for
each gate is fixed at the PRF, and non-oversampling ADCs
cannot yet fulfill the requirements [10]–[12]. With serial pro-
cessing, all the gates along an echo return signal may be han-
dled by the same converter, which could be of the oversam-
pling kind. Present technology provides devices which are
close to meeting the requirements [13], but the cost of these
may be prohibitive. In this paper, we have chosen a different
route.

Non-uniform quantization [8] of the Doppler signal will not
be successful because the quantization step size is increased
with signal amplitude. A Doppler signal typically consists of
a weak high-frequency blood Doppler component on top of a
large low-frequency clutter component, and the large quanti-
zation intervals will not capture the fine detail.

It is apparent that cost-effective digitization is a challenge in
the design of high-quality multigate Doppler systems. Bran-
destini [2] proposed to move the ADC within a feedback loop,
so that it digitizes the difference between the present echo and
a prediction formed on the basis of the previous echoes. Bran-
destini [2], [14, [15] and Hoeks [3], [4] analyzed a system with
this “Brandestini loop” (Moving Target Indicator [7] or track-
ing ADC) and reported a gain of 2 bits of dynamic range [3].

Brandestini and Hoeks used the feedback loop as an active
part of a fixed-target cancelling filter for attenuation of tissue
echoes. This implies constraints on the prediction filter. Our
objective is to identify a prediction filter with the smallest pre-
diction error possible, without any predefined constraints on
its frequency response, digitize that prediction error, and then
add the error to the prediction to form the final output. The re-
sulting converter will be called a Predictive ADC, and it will
be thoroughly analyzed.

Predictive coders such as Differential Pulse Code Modula-
tors (DPCMs) and Delta Modulators are well known [8], [16].
They are also used for ADC, and in this paper we will compare
the “Brandestini loop”, Predictive ADC and Differential Pulse
Code Modulation (DPCM).

II. Signal Model and Conventional ADC

The signal return for one pulse can be written

<f�sn(�)ej2�f0�g;

where< means real part,n is the pulse number,f
0

is the car-
rier frequency, and�sn(�) is the complex envelope. The con-
tribution from a sample volume at a distanced from the trans-
ducer face, is represented by the sample taken at� = 2d=c,
where� is the elapsed time since the pulse was transmitted,
andc is the velocity of sound in tissue. By sampling consecu-
tive pulses after complex demodulation and low-pass filtering,
the discrete-time signal

s[n] = �sn(2d=c) = x[n] + jy[n] (1)

carries the information from a single sample volume, where
x andy are the real and quadrature components respectively.
The sampling frequency (fs) in (1) equals the PRF. The dig-
itization rate in a multigate Doppler with serial processing is
much higher than the PRF.

The signals[n] is contaminated with white thermal noise
from the transducer and the front-end. We assume indepen-
dent quantization of the quadrature components. Each com-
ponent is modeled as a sum of three signals,

x[n] = c[n] + b[n] + t[n];

wherec[n], b[n] andt[n] represent contributions from clutter,
blood and thermal noise respectively.

A spectral model forx[n] can be established by noting that
tissue moves slower than blood, that the clutter-to-blood ra-
tio can become very large, and that the blood-to-noise ratio is
much smaller. A visual inspection of a signal spectrum esti-
mate suggests that the clutterc[n] may be modeled as a low-
frequency rectangular spectrum. Blood and white noise are
lumped into a common componentw[n], which is also con-
sidered white,

w[n] = b[n] + t[n]

x[n] = c[n] +w[n]: (2)

The lumping ofb[n]andt[n] is based on the large difference in
power density levels between clutter and any ofb[n] andt[n].
The assumption of whiteness relates to the situation where the
signal from blood is about to drown in white noise and thus
demands the greatest dynamic range.

The amplitude resolution required from an ADC may be
determined from the noise power�2w of the system, while the
number of bits is subsequently determined by the peak signal
amplitude. The peak or instantaneous dynamic range prior to
quantization is

DRpeak= max jx[n]j=�w; (3)

After quantization, DRpeak = max jx[n]j=(�2w + �2AD)
1=2,

where�2AD = �
2=12 [17] is the power of white, uniform

probability density quantization noise with step size�. Quan-
tization must not significantly increase the noise level. Allow-
ing a DRpeakreduction of about 1 dB we get

�2AD � �2w=4 (4)

� � �w
p
3: (5)

The required number of levels in the ADC is

Lx = 2[
max jx[n]j

�
] + 1; (6)

where[x] is rounding, which will be omitted for notational
simplicity. The word-length (Rx = dlog

2
Lxe, wheredxe is

rounding upwards) of the ADC can be decreased if the signal
peak is reduced.

The rectangular spectrum signal model is characterized by
the maximum clutter frequencyfc and the instantaneous or
peak Clutter to Noise Ratio (CNR)

CNRpeak=max jc[n]j=�w: (7)
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Fig. 1. “Brandestini loop” and basic component of a Predictive
ADC with discrete-time signals. The signalsx[n] and e[n] have
continuous amplitude, the rest have quantized amplitudes, with
�xq[n] coarser than�x[n]. The signal�x[n] is a prediction ofx[n].
The filterC(z) needs to be determined.

Inserting (5) with equality in (6) and using (3), the minimum
number of levels is expressed in terms of these parameters,

Lx =
2p
3

DRpeak+1 � 2p
3

CNRpeak; (8)

where the approximation is valid for large CNRpeak because
of (7), (3) and (2).

The number of bits required to represent a signal with a
large dynamic range and given noise level�2w without over-
loading the converter is thus dictated by CNRpeak.

III. Model of a Predictive ADC

One approach to reducing the peak dynamic range into the
ADC is to subtract a model of the low-frequency clutter com-
ponent from the observations prior to digitization.

A block-diagram of the “Brandestini loop” is shown in
Fig. 1, withC(z) representing a filter which needs to be de-
signed [2]–[4], [14, [15]. The feedback loop produces an error
signale[n], which is the difference between the present input
x[n] and a prediction of the same,�xq[n]. The error will typi-
cally have a smaller dynamic range and need fewer bits. In the
figure,x[n] is the echo return from a single sample volume in
the body.

Fig. 1 has been analyzed in the context of a multigate
Doppler for peripheral vessels [2–4], [14], [15]. The motiva-
tion was to decrease the word-length requirement on the ADC
and to contribute to cancellation of low-frequency clutter. The
error signaleq[n] was the output from the loop, and the filter
betweenx[n] ande[n] was one stage of a high-pass filtering
chain. Denoting the prediction error filter byB(z), its transfer
function was [3]

B(z) = E(z)=X(z) =
1� z�1

1� az�1
; jaj < 1; (9)

with a = 7=8 or a = 15=16. The filterC(z) is

C(z) = �X(z)=E(z) = (1� a)z�1

1� z�1
: (10)

In the previous papers, the parametera was restricted to
give B(z) the desired high-pass frequency response, i.e.a

was nonnegative and close to 1. This leads to a small cutoff-
frequency, a steep transition around 0 Hz, and a rather flat
response at higher frequencies, see Fig. 2.

Our motivation is restricted to word-length reduction. Clut-
ter rejection will be handled by a different processing unit.
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Fig. 2. Frequency response of prediction error filterB(z). Both the
high-frequency boost and cutoff frequency increase asa approaches
�1. Curves are shown fora = �0:95;�0:75;�0:5;�0:25;0:0.
Previous implementations havea � 0:95, with flat high-frequency
response and low cutoff frequency.
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Fig. 3. Model of the Predictive ADC, including the generation
of xq[n] = �x[n] + eq[n]. Quantization noisesqa[n] and qd[n]
represent the ADC and D/A-converter (DAC) respectively, and
qd[n] is known.

The best approximation tox[n]should be the loop output. The
signal�x[n]+eq[n] is a natural candidate, because the transfer
function betweenx[n] and this signal is unity for alla. This
gives more freedom in choosing a value fora, and it is the key
to the improvements over the “Brandestini loop”.

When the loop in Fig. 1 is modified to producexq[n] =

�x[n] + eq[n], it will be termed a Predictive ADC. A model is
shown in Fig. 3. It resembles a Differential Pulse Code Mod-
ulator (DPCM), and a comparison is found in Section V.

IV. Analysis of the Predictive ADC

In this section we develop an expression for the reduction
in the number of bits necessary for the ADC.

A. Quantization noise

The total quantization noise introduced by the Predictive
ADC should not be any larger than for a conventional ADC.
For the latter, the restriction is given by (4). With the Predic-
tive ADC in Fig. 3, the transfer function fromx[n] toxq [n] as
well as those fromqa[n] andqd[n] to xq [n] are unity, so nei-
ther the inherent noise inx[n] nor the quantization noises are
affected by the loop. There is no noise-shaping, in contrast to
oversampling converters [9]. The quantization step size of the
ADC in the loop, determined by the inherent noise power in
the output signalxq [n], may thus be determined by the noise



power inx[n]. The step size is again given by (5). The er-
ror caused by the finite quantization step of the D/A-conver-
ter (DAC) is known, and can be corrected for. We therefore
assume that the DAC does not contribute to the quantization
noise.

B. Word-length reduction

The reduction in wordlength is ((6) with� � max jx[n]j
and��max je[n]j)

�R = log
2

Lx

Le
= log

2

max jx[n]j
max je[n]j : (11)

With max jx[n]j = �x�x andmax je[n]j = �e�e, where�x
and�e are loading factors [8], and the assumption�x = �e,
the reduction is also

�R =
1

2
log

2

�2x
�2e

: (12)

The expression in (11) is the important one in practice, but
(12) is better suited for analysis. This power ratio or predic-
tion gain will be analyzed.

It is customary to consider medical Doppler ultrasound sig-
nals as stationary over 10 ms intervals, because the velocity
profile is essentially constant over such short segments. With
this assumption forx[n], e[n], c[n]andw[n], and that the latter
two are uncorrelated, we have from (2) and (9) that

Pe(f) =
1

T 2
(Pc(f) + Pw(f))jB(f)j2; (13)

wherePc(f), Pw(f) andPe(f) are power density spectra
for the corresponding signals,B(f) = TB(e�j2�fTk), and
T = 1=PRF is included for proper scaling [18]. Exploiting
the rectangular shape of the signal model and integrating (13),
the prediction error power is

�2e = (Pc +Pw)

Z fc

�fc

1

T 2
jB(f)j2 df

+ 2Pw

Z fs=2

fc

1

T 2
jB(f)j2 df: (14)

With B(z) given by (9), the reciprocal of prediction gain
is found in Appendix A fora 2 h�1;1i, as a function of
CNRrms = �c=�w, a andfc. The plot in Fig. 4 shows word-
length reduction for CNRrms = 40dB (solid curves) and 90 dB
(dashed curves) for four values offc. It is based on (12)
and expression (A.5) from the appendix. In general, word-
length reduction increases with decreasing clutter signal band-
width, increasing prediction error filter high-frequency boost
and cutoff frequency ((9) and Fig. 2 with decreasinga). This
trend is reversed whena approaches�1 (especially when low-
frequency clutter is combined with a relatively small CNRrms).
The reason for the unfavourable situation whena � �1 is that
the high-frequency gain forB(z) (at f = fs=2) approaches
infinity whena approaches�1.

An approximation for word-length reduction is developed
in Appendix A. The reduction is independent of CNRrms

above a threshold which increases with decreasinga and de-
creasingfc. Below the threshold, word-length reduction in-
creases with CNRrms. This is displayed by the difference
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Fig. 4. Word-length reduction for CNRrms = 40 dB (solid) and
90 dB (dashed) withfc = 0:048fs (bottom), fc = 0:032fs,
fc = 0:016fs andfc = 0:004125fs (top) as a function of filter
parametera. The cross-hair indicates previous results. See text.

between solid and dashed curves in Fig. 4. The case with
CNRrms = 90 dB is a better reference for the large CNRpeak

which may occur in practice, and an even larger CNRpeak

would not alter the dashed curves.
With eq [n] as the loop output, the word-length reduction

is only two bits [3]. In Hoeks’ paper [3],a = 15=16 and
fc = 0:004125fs. Fig. 4, top solid and dashed curves, cor-
respond in maximum clutter frequency. The cross-hair in the
plot shows that the two bit reduction agrees well. The use of
xq [n] as output along with a different choice of parametera,
relaxes the requirements on the ADC.

The reason why this paper comes up with better results is
that by lettinga approach�1, high gain atfs=2 in B(f) is
introduced for an improved attenuation at 0 Hz, where most of
the clutter power is concentrated. This gain was not desirable
in previous designs, but in the present configuration there is
no shaping of the output spectrum.

V. Differential Pulse Code Modulation

(DPCM) versus Predictive ADC

A Differential Pulse Code Modulator (DPCM) with
discrete-time input is shown in Fig. 5, withxq[n] represent-
ing the approximation to the inputx[n]. The filterD(z) is
anN ’th-order Finite Impulse Response (FIR) prediction filter
with coefficientsd1; : : : ; dN . Redrawing the Predictive ADC
from Fig. 3 withC(z) from (10) and quantization noise se-
quences replaced by an ADC and a DAC, we get Fig. 6. The
solid lines show the “Brandestini loop”, and the dashed lines
show the generation of the Predictive ADC output. The new
variable�x[n] is the output of a leaky integrator with inputx[n],
�X(z)=X (z) = 1=(1� az�1).

With a = 0, the Predictive ADC becomes a first order
DPCM with a simple delay-predictorD(z) = z�1. Fig. 4
is thus also applicable for first order DPCM.

When used with a multigate Doppler, the Predictive ADC
or the DPCM can be time-shared between different sample
volumes. If the number of sample volumes isM , the only
modification necessary, is to replacez�1 in B(z), C(z) and
D(z) by z�M .

Comparing the Predictive ADC with the DPCM, we find
that both have unity overall transfer functionsXq(z)=X (z) =
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Fig. 5. Differential Pulse Code Modulator (DPCM). The filterD(z)
is anN ’th order FIR predictor.
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Fig. 6. Predictive ADC. The solid lines represent the “Brandestini
loop”, while the dashed lines represent the add-ons for a Predictive
ADC. The unnecessarily complicated appearance is chosen for ease
of comparison with Fig. 5.

1 (the quantization noises are not shaped). The filterC(z) be-
tweene[n] and�x[n] is given by (10) for the Predictive ADC
and

C(z) =
�X (z)

E(z) =
D(z)

1� D(z) (15)

for the DPCM. Both are error-accumulating Infinite Impulse
Response (IIR) filters. The prediction error filter betweenx[n]

ande[n] is an FIR filter in the DPCM case,

B(z) = E(z)
X (z)

= 1� D(z); (16)

whereas the Predictive ADC uses the IIR filter in (9). Between
the errore[n] and the final outputxq[n], both cases use IIR
filters,

Xq(z)
E(z) =

8><
>:

1

1�D(z)
; DPCM

1� az�1

1� z�1
; Predictive ADC:

(17)

An approximation for the performance of DPCM is given
by the prediction gain�2x=�

2

e at the different predictor or-
ders [8], [16]. The maximum obtainable gain is the reciprocal
of the spectral flatness2x of the input signal,

2x =
1

�2x
exp

(Z
1=2

�1=2

logePx(f)df

)
: (18)

The prediction gain often saturates for low order predictors.

TABLE I
Maximum duration n0 of initial transient (for a step
input, Rx = 11 and word-length Re, Section VI),
and word-length reduction �R (disregarding initial
transients, Subsection VIII.B). The results on n0
for second order DPCM come from simulations
(Subsection VIII.C). The parameter values are
determined in Section VIII.

Method Parameter Re n
0

�R

PADC a = �0:95 6 1� 5y

DPCM d1 = 0:9987 7 1 4
d1 = 1:967 5 2� 6y

d2 = �0:9697 6 1� 5y

�Increased by at least 1 for 12-sample input segments from the wall thump
region in Fig. 7, whenRe is unchanged. See Subsection VIII.C.

yMust be reduced by 1 for 12-sample input segments from the wall thump
region in Fig. 7, whenn0 is required not to change. Correspondingly,Re is
increased by 1. See Subsection VIII.C.

VI. Initial transient of closed loop ADC

Saturation of the ADC is especially likely to occur for a
large initial input sample becausee[0] = x[0], for the Predic-
tive ADC as well as for the DPCMs. Overloading will change
the future samples ofe[n], and an initial transient will appear
in the final outputxq[n]. We will use a step input to analyze
the duration of the initial transient. It is defined as the num-
ber of samples before the absolute error of the outputxq[n]

becomes smaller than�=2 (equivalent to the number of over-
loading samples). Proper initialization may shorten the tran-
sient. This is especially important for Color Flow Mapping,
which may use signal segments of only 8–10 samples. We
treat the initialization problem for each sample volume sepa-
rately.

One possibility for initialization is to use a converter with a
larger step size for the first sample. An ADC with adjustable
gain could provide two different step sizes and eliminate the
need for a second converter. The coarse step will be chosen to
avoid overload for the first sample. The maximum duration of
the Predictive ADC and first order DPCM (a = 0) transient is
(Appendix B),

n0 � d2
Rx�2Re � 1+ 2�Re

1� a
e+ 1

samples, whereRe is the reduced ADC word-length. Results
for Predictive ADC and first order DPCM are given in Table I,
with Rx = 11 determined in Section VIII. For second order
DPCM we rely on simulations (Subsection VIII.C).

VII. Sensitivity analysis

Errors may occur in the ADC, subtraction and DAC gain
(the latter two arise in the same component, a difference am-
plifier). They may lead to an overloaded ADC which may be a
symptom of an increased transient duration or of an increased
dynamic range fore[n]. The accumulated effect of the errors
are analyzed by including a constant gain factor other than
unity and a constant offset error in the DAC output. The max-
imum allowable increase in dynamic range is set to 0.5 bit,
and the transient duration is not allowed to exceed the results
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Fig. 7. Experimental echo signal from the aorta, taken from the
output of the lowpass filter in the quadrature demodulator.

from the error-less case with initialization.
Appendix C shows that a gain error ofj�gj = j1�gj � 2%

will satisfy the requirements on dynamic range and transient
duration for Predictive ADC and first order DPCM with the
parameters listed in Table I. A 2 % error is well within avail-
able component tolerances. The requirement on transient du-
ration is satisfied for second order DPCM withRe = 6. Fur-
ther results are given from simulations in Subsection VIII.D.

The offset error is automatically compensated for in�x[n],
unless the digital filter registers are limited. It will not by itself
cause any problems. The effect when combined with a gain
error has been simulated in Subsection VIII.D.

VIII. Simulated Performance

A signal collected from a Doppler instrument was used to
verify the theoretical results. Maximum clutter frequencyfc,
CNRpeakand spectral flatness must be determined. The signal
segments containing echoes from tissue represent the largest
dynamic range and the largest potential for word-length re-
duction. The following results appear from analysis of signal
sections corresponding to a wall thump.

A. Experimental signal

The experimental signal comes from measurements of
blood flow in the aorta using a modified Vingmed “Alfred”1

pulsed wave single-gate Doppler instrument. The signal was
acquired from one of the low-pass outputs of the quadrature
demodulator in the instrument. The carrier frequency was
2 MHz, the PRF was 9.26 kHz, and the signal was sampled
with a high-resolution (16 bits) ADC. Fig. 7 shows a section
of 8400 samples (0.9 seconds) from the signal.

The maximum equivalent mean-square bandwidth esti-
mate [18], for segments of the signal, gives�fc = 0:016fs =

1Manufactured by Vingmed Sound AS
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Fig. 8. Estimated word-length reduction�R (left axis) with a Pre-
dictive ADC for the wall thump samples in Fig. 7 (’�’ for analytical
results, ’2’ for filtering without quantization and initial transients).
Minimum word-lengthRe for the ADC in the Predictive ADC loop
(’4’, right axis), without initial transient, according to simulations.
Rx = Re + �R = 11 bits, anda was varied in steps of 0.05.

148 Hz for sliding Welch spectrum estimates with Hanning
data-window and 8.6 ms equivalent segment duration [18].

With CNRpeak � DRpeak, we have from (3) that the esti-
mated CNRpeakis 62 dB, where�w is estimated with a Welch
periodogram in late diastole (where the blood Doppler com-
ponent is very small). Using this in (8) requiresRx = 10:4!
11 bits for conventional ADC, equivalent to dividing DRpeak

by 6 (dB/bit).
The spectral flatness in (18) of the rectangular-model signal

with fc = 0:016fs and CNRpeak= 62 dB is�59 dB.

B. Word-length reduction

Predictive ADC:Estimates of Predictive ADC word-length
reduction are shown in Fig. 8 along the left vertical axis. The
’2’ symbols come from filtering the experimental signal with
the prediction error filterB(z) and using (11), without quan-
tization and after removal of the initial transient. The param-
etera was varied in steps of 0.05. The data-set labelled ’�’
comes from the analytical result in (12) and (A.5) for the sig-
nal model, using�fc Hz and CNRrms = DRpeak. The maximum
word-length reduction is 5 bits whena = �0:95 (among the
chosen values fora). A value which would speed up imple-
mentations, isa = �15=16 = �0:9375, and the change in
performance is negligible. Compared with Fig. 4 we see that
the case with CNRrms = 90 dB is a good approximation.

An expected minimum word-length for the experimental
signal wall thump segment becomesRe = Rx � 5 = 6 bits.

The Predictive ADC was simulated with quantization. The
signal in Fig. 7 was used as input, and (6) was applied to the
error to findLe and the word-lengthRe. Results are shown in
Fig. 8 (’4’along the right vertical axis) as the required number
of bits fore[n]without overloading the ADC. One can get by
with 6 bits word-length, as expected.

DPCM: The filter coefficient for first order DPCM was
estimated with a first-order AR-model using the modified-
covariance algorithm [18], [19] on the wall thump segment.
Estimating the word-length by first applying the correspond-
ing prediction error filter gives�R = 4:0bits andRe = 6:4!
7 bits. A second order predictor based on a second order AR-
model gives�R = 5:8 bits andRe = 4:5 ! 5 bits. Simu-



lations with quantization gave the same results within 0.1 bit,
after exclusion of the initial transient. A tenth order predictor
only gained an additional 0.4 bit. The main results are sum-
marized in Table I.

C. Initial transients

For the Predictive ADC and first order DPCM, the results
on the duration of the initial transient for a step input in Sec-
tion VI and Table I, were confirmed with simulations. For
second order DPCM, we used the AR parameters from fitting
to the wall thump segment (which is also rather lowpass) when
processing the step input. WithRe = 5and 6, the results were
n0 = 2 and 1 samples respectively.

Simulations were run with 12-sample segments from the
signal in Fig. 7 as loop inputs (simulating a case of Color Flow
Mapping). To avoid an increase in the duration of the initial
transients, an increase in word-length of one bit was necessary
for Predictive ADC and second order DPCM.

The results are included in Table I.

D. Sensitivity

The wall thump segment in Fig. 7 and a worst-case step
were used as input signals. In the former case, we recorded
the increase in dynamic range (in bits) of the error signale[n]

after the initial transient, with no limiting of ADC or DAC
output. In the latter case we recorded the duration of the initial
transient.

The results in Section VII were confirmed. For the sec-
ond order DPCM dynamic range and transient duration, we
found�g 2 [�25; 31]% and�g 2 [�0:005;7]% respectively
(Re = 5 in the latter case). The word-length increase for
first order DPCM can be approximated by the curve describ-
ing Predictive ADC word-length reduction forfc = 0:032fs
and CNRrms = 90 dB in Fig. 4, withg = (a + 1)=2. An ap-
proximation for second order DPCM is halfway between the
two uppermost dashed curves in the same figure.

Offset errors less than30� combined with�g = �2 %
had no influence on the transient durations. Concluding this
section, an overall loop gain error of maximum�g = �2 %
will not influence the performance when�R = 5 for Predic-
tive ADC, �R = 4 for first order DPCM, and�R = 5 for
second order DPCM.

IX. Discussion

For first-order DPCM, the optimum predictor is given by
d1 = �x[1] (normalized lag-one autocorrelation). The pre-
diction gain becomes(1 � �2x[1])

�1 [8]. For a word-length
reduction of 5 bits (as with Predictive ADC), we get�x[1] �
0:9995. From the spectral model given byfc and CNRpeakfor
the experimental signal, we find��x[1] = 0:9983 < 0:9995.
The maximum word-length reduction using Differential Pulse
Code Modulation (DPCM), with an infinite order predictor, as
given by the reciprocal of the spectral flatness in (18), is about
10 bits.

The DPCM is optimal in terms of minimizing the prediction
error variance with an FIR predictor betweenx[n] and �x[n]

(D(z) in Fig. 5). The Predictive ADC is optimal in terms of

the same criterion, but it uses an IIR predictor of first degree,
�X(z)=X (z) = (1� a)z�1=(1� az�1) (Fig. 6).

Predictive ADC is better than first order DPCM for a pro-
cess with a large low-frequency clutter component. One ex-
planation is that IIR filters have better frequency selective
properties than FIR filters [17]. Also, withd

1
! 1 in (15),

the weighting of the error input in the numerator of (10) may
be independently adjusted via the parametera.

The Doppler signals are non-stationary, and an adaptive ap-
proach may seem appropriate. Adaptive DPCM is well known
and would in this case be a natural first choice. However, we
have not implemented an adaptive system, because a Predic-
tive ADC or a DPCM which is set up to handle large low-
frequency clutter, can also be used when there is less or no
clutter. Reduced clutter simply implies less power in the pre-
diction error signal (Fig. 2 and (14)) and thus a smaller re-
quired word-length. In our case a mismatch between sig-
nal and filter is not serious, as long as the clutter has low-
frequency characteristic, the ADC loop is set up to handle
large clutter, and the requirement on the quantization noise
is constant.

An estimate of the maximum clutter frequency which cor-
responds in time to the maximum CNRpeak, is 102 Hz. This
increases the estimated word-length reduction for Predictive
ADC by 0.5 bit. It agrees with Fig. 8, which has a minimum
of 5.5 bits (’4’).

Equal loading factors for the loop input and error signal
were assumed in (12). For the wall thump,�x = 3:8 and
4 < �e < 4:5, depending on filter parametera. Also, the
quantization noise,e[n] � eq [n], was checked for whiteness
in its power density spectrum, and the histogram indicated a
roughly uniform probability density distribution.

X. Conclusion

We have completed a rigorous analysis of a Predictive ADC
based on a first order recursive prediction error filter, by ex-
ploiting the characteristics of Doppler ultrasound echo sig-
nals. The Predictive ADC was compared with first and second
order DPCM.

Estimates of word-length reduction, based on a reduction
in dynamic range through a first order recursive prediction
error filter, depend on the filter parameter, clutter bandwidth
and clutter-to-noise ratio. For large clutter-to-noise ratios, the
word-length reduction increases as the clutter bandwidth de-
creases. It also increases as the high-frequency boost and the
low-frequency attenuation of the prediction error filter is in-
creased.

For clutter-to-noise ratios above a threshold, the word-
length reduction saturates for Predictive ADC. For a signal
with a larger instantaneous dynamic range than our experi-
mental signal (62 dB), the reduction in the number of bits per
sample will remain at five, for the same maximum clutter fre-
quency.

Negative values of the Predictive ADC filter parameter give
better results than positive values because an extra attenuation
of the large low-frequency clutter power in the ADC error in-
put signal is achieved at the cost of an increase in the small
high-frequency power. This contributes to whitening of the



error signal. The overall Predictive ADC transfer function is
equal to unity, and this trade-off is not reflected.

A ranking of the three loops depends on their context. For
long input signals with a large dynamic range, second order
DPCM (6 bits reduction) performs better than Predictive ADC
(5 bits reduction) and first order DPCM (4 bits reduction).
An amplitude resolution of 16 bits at a sampling frequency
of 1 MHz is thus possible with an ADC of 10 bits in a closed
loop.

For short signal segments (high spatial resolution Color
Flow Mapping), the initial transients must be kept short, thus
minimizing the information loss prior to estimation of blood
velocity. Including the effects of overall component gain er-
rors within�2 %, we found that the bit reductions, in the
above order, were 5, 4 and 4, with corresponding transient du-
rations of 2, 1 and 1 sample(s). The two first order approaches
may be preferable because only the first sample is corrupted.

A. Word-length reduction

From (9) and! = 2�fT ,Z
1

T 2
jB(f)j2 df =

2

�T

Z
sin2 !

2
d!

1+ a2� 2a cos!
:

Using u = tan !
2
; �� < ! < �, anda 2 h�1;1i, this

becomes (apart from additive constants)

p(!;a) =

�
1

�Ta

�
!
2
� 1

K
tan�1

�
K tan !

2

�	
; a 6= 0

1

�T
(! � sin!); a = 0;

(A.1)
whereK = (a+ 1)=(a� 1) < 0. Also,

p(�;a) =
1

T (a+ 1)
: (A.2)

From (14) and odd symmetry ofp(!;a),

�2e = 2Pcp(!c;a) + 2Pwp(�;a): (A.3)

Integrating the power density spectrum of the signal model,

�2x = �2c + �2w = 2fcPc

�
1+

1

CNR2rms

�
: (A.4)

Using (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (A.4) and

Pw

fcPc
=

�2w2fc

fcfs�2c
=

2T

CNR2rms

;

we get

�2e
�2x

=

8>><
>>:

�
1

!c
tan�1

h
K tan

!c

2

i
+ �

2
; a 6= 0

2� 2CNR2rms

CNR2rms+ 1

sin!c

!c
; a = 0;

(A.5)

where

�
1
= � 2CNR2rms

(CNR2rms+1)aK
; �

2
=

CNR2rms(a+1)+ 2a

a(a+ 1)(CNR2rms+ 1)
:

Assume CNR2rms(a + 1) � 2jaj and CNR2rms � 1. Then
�2 � 1=a and

�2e
�2x

� 1

a
� 2

aK!c
tan�1

h
K tan

!c

2

i
; a 6= 0:

The threshold for CNRrms increases asa ! �1 and asfc !
0. Fora = �0:99 andfc = 0:016fs, there is only 1 % vari-
ability in word-length reduction for CNRrms between 65 dB
and 120 dB.

B. Initialization

The ADC overload level iseol(�) = �(2Re�1 � 0:5),
max jeq[n]j = 2Re�1 � 1, emax(�) = �max jeq [n]j, and
the conventional (open-loop) ADC overload level isxol(�) =

�(2Rx
�1� 0:5).

With e[n] = e
max

(�); n � 0, during overload, (17)
yields the Predictive ADC step response and transient duration
(xq[n] = x[0]��=2)

xq[n] = e
max

(�)[1 + n(1� a)]; n � 0

n0 = dx[0]��=2� emax(�)

(1� a)emax(�)
e: (B.1)

Choosing the coarse step size�0 to avoid overload
(eol(�0) � xol(�)), and assuming2Re � 1, we have

�0 = �
2Rx�1� 0:5

2Re�1 � 0:5
� �2�R: (B.2)

With �0=2 for x[0] in (B.1) (worst case), and using (B.2),
emax(�) and2Re � 2, we get

n0 � d2
Rx�2Re � 1+ 2�Re

1� a
e+ 1

for Predictive ADC and first order DPCM (a = 0).

C. Sensitivity

With gain factorg, the pole inB(z) for Predictive ADC is
1� g(1� a). An analysis of dynamic range with gain error
is available from (A.5) and (12). An increase in 0.5 bit occurs
for a = �0:95 andg � 0:65. Stability requiresg � 1:025.
Thus,�g = 1 � g 2 [�35;2] % is tolerable. For first order
DPCM (a = 0), �g 2 [�30; 100] %.

From Table I,n0 = 1 in all cases but second order DPCM
with Re = 5. We only need the condition forn

0
� 2 in

these cases,je[1]j � eol(�), wheree[1] = x[1] � gx0, and
x0 = x[0] � �0=2. For the two Predictive ADC cases with
x[0] � 2xol(�)=3, we find, using (B.2), thatjg � 1j � 2 %
and 7 % respectively. First and second (Re = 6) order DPCM
requirejg � 1j � 7 % (Re = 7).
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